SHOULD GOVERNMENT CONTROL
YOUR PERSONAL CHOICE?
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H.F.S.S.
(high fat, salt & sugar foods)

ADVERTISING

“We need urgent action from the
Government to make sure tighter
regulations on alcohol
advertising are implemented.”
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Tom Smith,
head of policy at Alcohol Concern

“...with options including a time
watershed for advertising of
products high in sugar, fat and/or salt.”
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Andy Burnham,
Shadow Secretary of State for Health

“If we were really bold, we might even begin to think of high-calorie fast food in the same way as
cigarettes – by setting stringent limits on advertising,
product placement and sponsorship of sports events,”
- Professor Terence Stephenson,
president of the Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health

SPORTS
SPONSORSHIP
“Self-regulation of alcohol
advertising isn’t working when it
allows drink brands to dominate
sporting events”
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Professor Sir Ian Gilmour,
Chair of the AHA

“Disassociate physical activity
with obesity via banning junk food
sports sponsorships.”
Action on Sugar

PACKAGING
RULES
“At least one third of every alcohol
product label should be given
over to a mandatory evidence-based health
warning specifed by an
independent regulatory body”

VOLUNTARY
HEALTH WARNINGS
1970s & 1980s

Alcohol Health Alliance

“By the time tobacco plain packaging is
established, it will be too late for the
others to push back as the precedent
will be set.”

Warnings legislated in 1991

Erik Bloomquist, an analyst at Berenberg

PARLIAMENT VOTING ON PLAIN PACKS IN MARCH 2015

TAX

88%

REGULAR
In the UK, for averagely priced spirits nearly
80% of the cost is tax, and for wine nearly 60%

77%

“A sugars tax should be developed to
increase the cost of
sugar-rich food and drinks.”

PREMIUM
on a typical pack of 20 premium cigarettes
77% of the RRP is tax - for some less
expensive brands, it is 88%

80%

60%

Professor Philip James

“sugar is dangerous exclusive of its calories, just like alcohol. Children are the primary
targets of marketing campaigns, and the least able to resist the messaging.
That makes sugary drinks like the “alcohol of childhood”, which makes them obese. “
- Professor Robert Lustig, Action on Sugar

Lessons from Australia
Evidence on plain packaging
“The reason they’re leaping up and down and screaming now, Now! NOW! is that the evidence of the
effectiveness of the idea is now coming in. And it simply doesn’t work: it does not do what it is
claimed it should do. Regardless of what you think about the desirability of
curtailing commercial freedom in the cause of reducing smoking rates,
plain packaging simply doesn’t reduce smoking rates.”
Tim Worstall, Adam Smith Institute
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